Asphalt Recycling Subtask Group Meeting Minutes

Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2019
Time: 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Location: 2389 Gateway Oaks, Suite 200 Sacramento, CA - Conference Room

CT-Chair: Allen King
IN-Lead: Marco Estrada
Attendees: Allen King, Guadalupe Magana, Ragu T., Tom Pyle, Phil Reader, Marco Estrada, Don Vivant, Parwaz Khasraw, Dennis McElroy

1. Introduction/Roll Call (All)
   a) Allen King, Guadalupe Magana, Ragu T., Tom Pyle, Phil Reader, Marco Estrada, Don Vivant, Parwaz Khasraw, Dennis McElroy

2. Purpose of Meeting & Review SOPs (Allen/Tom)
   a) Tom discussing PMPC SOPs and purpose of Recycling STG
   b) This is not RPC
   c) STG has main responsibility of writing scoping documents and to make sure they’re being worked on in working groups.
   d) STG maintains the bin list
   e) Working group is led by any CT members from STG
   f) STG is supposed to handle any impasses that come up in working groups and make a decision on how to move forward.
   g) Scoping document – focus on what the idea is first.
   h) Manage scope creep
   i) Comments from group:
      a. Send out minutes from working groups to STG
      b. Parwaz suggest giving districts more background info on working groups.
      c. Talk about putting meetings on a calendar
      d. How are bin list items prioritized?

3. Opening comments/suggestions from Industry (Marco)
   a) Intro remarks

4. Status of RAS Working Group (Allen)
   a) Discussed

5. Status of RAP Working Group (Allen)
   a) Discussed

6. Status of FDR-C Specifications (All)
   a) No need for a scoping document
   b) It has been reviewed by DME’s and Maintenance Engineers.
   c) Send to OE to turn into RSS (send to Davinder or Mohsen Sultan)
d) Still need concurrences from FHWA, construction

  e) Target date: December 2019?

  f) **ACTION ITEM:** Allen to get reviewed by OE

  g) Mike Thompson

7. **CIR NSSPs (Allen)**
   
   a) Updated by the Pavement Program

   b) **ACTION ITEM:** Allen to forward to the industry (Don Vivant, Marco, and Dennis)

   c) Industry wants to make this an SSP

   d) Caltrans doesn’t have old data to review. CP2 is researching old projects to verify performance.

   e) Industry wants to make the CIR NSSPs into SSPs and include both emulsion and foamed asphalt.

   f) **ACTION ITEM:** What needs to be done to turn CIR NSSPs into RSS?

8. **CCPR NSSPs (Allen)**

   a) NSSPs drafted by PP and UCPRC

   b) **ACTION ITEM:** Send NSSPs to the group

   c) **ACTION ITEM:** Industry to provide feedback on potential projects to pilot CCPR NSSPs.

9. **Thick RHMA lifts (0.4’) testing at UCPRC (Allen)**

   a) Sections placed at UCPRC

   b) Scoping document was going to be requested for this but it was decided not to at this time.

   c) This item will be removed from the agenda

10. **ARRA Conference Highlights/Takeaways (All)**

   a) **ACTION ITEM:** Send current guidance to the STG (2013)

11. **Adjourn**

   - RAP in rubber is a priority for industry